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Coming home for 150 years
Stephanie Trask
WINONAN
It has been a long time since
the Winona State University
football team held its first
home game back in November
1895.
Although they lost to the
University of Minnesota
medical school team 8-0, it can
still be considered a triumph
because of its historical
significance in Winona State's
football legacy.
This year, the Winona
State homecoming football
game was an easy win for the
Warriors, who beat ConcordiaSt. Paul 28-7. But homecoming
didn't always mean what it
does now.
When homecoming was
created, it was literally a home1 007 Homecoming King
2007 Homecoming Queen
coming for all the soldiers who
came home from the First
111
w
World War.
Katherine Chickey/WINONAN
One tradition remains the
Homecoming
Queen
and
King,
Dana
Olson
and
David
Obray,
sit
on
the Homecoming Royalty
same: The celebrations of
float
at
the
parade
on
Saturday.
Olson
and
Obray
were
crowned
in
a
ceremony on Friday
homecoming as a university
evening
in
Somsen
Auditorium.
and as a community.
Rain didn't damper the first
The event was sponsored by local months for the university, including a Gala
event of the year-long 150th celebration businesses and many volunteers.
week in April that will feature a variety
of Winona State Saturday afternoon, as
At the picnic, which lasted from 11 a.m. of musical and theatrical performances,
more than a hundred people gathered at the to 1 p.m., there were not only students of speakers, a dinner and a dance.
courtyard outside Kryzsko Commons for a Winona State, but alumni, faculty and
To celebrate 150 years as an institution,
rainy picnic before kick-off.
community members who came together to however, is more than in the events.
The community picnic featured hot dogs, celebrate the university.
Halleck said that it's about connecting
clowns, fire-throwing jugglers, President
Beth Halleck is the main coordinator the past, the present and the future.
Judith Ramaley in a purple cowboy hat, for Sesquicentennial events, and she has
and a live band that played light rock in the planned events throughout the next 18
See HOMECOMING, Page 4
Smaug.

Phone: (507) 457-5119

Dana Olson

David Obray

•,)

http://www.winona.edu/winonan

Coffee with a cause brews up near campus
Sarah Burgen
WINONAN

Employees also participated
in the homecoming parade
on Saturday, where they
Another coffee shop has
handed out coupons and free
begun brewing in Winona, but
drinks.
Solid Grounds has something
With just drive-thru and
that sets it apart from the other
walk-up windows, Solid
shops in town.
Grounds has gotten quite a
"We want to be an excellent
bit of commuter traffic.
coffee shop, but there's a little
"We're really busy in the
more than that," said manager
morning from 7 to 9:30,"
said Kuhn, but after that, it
Eric Kuhn.
Solid Grounds, located at
dies down.
the corner of Washington and
Kuhn said that students
Sarnia streets on the south end
aren't fully aware yet of
of the Winona State University
the location that is close to
campus, sells Rock Solid
campus but just barely out
Coffee, and all profits go back
of sight.
to Rock Solid Youth Center.
"We have a standard
From there, the money goes
menu, similar to Mugby's,"
to children in the countries
said Kuhn.
where the coffee is grown, like
With participation in last
Kenya and Nicaragua. Their
weekend's Winona State
slogan, "Great coffee, great
homecoming celebration,
cause" is not just something
Kuhn said he hopes to gain
on the back of their uniform
more business when people
t-shirts.
become aware ofwhat causes
"God gave me a vision to
Solid Grounds supports.
open and run a coffee shop
"It's a God thing," said
Kuhn. "It's all about the
Lord, and it's all about
the kids."
Sarahcanbereached
Coffee shops in Winona are a popular place to hang out, do
at SCBurgen5575@
homework or just grab a pick-me-up between classes. 1-Tow much
winona.edu .
are we paying? And how much coffee do we really drink?
and prayer house," Kuhn
said, who recently received a
marketing and entrepreneurial
management degree from the
University of Minnesota-Twin
Cities.
As a Winona Senior High
School alumnus, he was aware
of Rock Solid Youth Center.
He got into touch with their
board of directors, and his idea
drew them in to help finance
the endeavor.
Solid Grounds currently has
eight employees in addition to
Kuhn and has been open for
three weeks.
They have punch cards that
also serve as gift cards. After
10 punches, customers receive
a free drink.
Free Wi-Fi is available at
tables outside.
opening
grand
The
celebration of Solid Grounds
was last weekend. The
festivities began with free
drinks for anyone with a
Winona State student ID.

A 16 oz. late at both
Mugby Junction and
Blooming Grounds costs ,...
$3, and Solid Grounds
features the, same drink
for $2.75. Acoustic Cafe is
the cheapest, with a price
of $2.69.

Coffee is the second most
traded commodity in the
world after petroleum.

rinks

gallon o
this wO
All of the coffee shops in
Winona feature a bakery
ccti on, and some offer
sandwiches, and
ie Cafe has a

It's all in the

ry

More than 100 million
American consume more
than 350 million cups of
cotTee a day.
Sixty-two percent of coffee

A gallon of)
would be

Katherine Chickey/ WINONAN
Eric Kuhn, manager of Solid Grounds, serves a frozen coffee
drink to a drive-thru customer. Kuhn opened the coffee shop
three weeks ago to raise money for Rock Solid Youth Center
and for children from the coffee-producing countries.

drinkers put flavor, 09).0r,
or other additives into
coffee.
The United States im
2.5 million pounds
coffee a year.

Knock, Knock!! It's Erberts and Gerberts at the door. And we're
brining as many subs or clubs that you want, 1..,71..,1©1. You name
it, we deliver it - even late. Consider it a labor of love! Erberts &
Gerberts. Delivering Delicious to your door, desk, or dorm room.

DrbertgOeribert'g°
SU BS

The average coffee drinker,
consumes 3.3 c

C LUBS

Always in great taste.
105

W. 3rd Street

Winona, MN

(507) 474-3727

Parking lot to replace Lincoln Elementary School
Dana Kudelka
WINONAN
Driving past the corner of
Sarnia and Huff streets, an
abandoned brick building once
stood with a deserted parking
lot full of broken-up concrete
and weeds.
On Sept. 24, in the midst
of construction workers and

cranes, Lincoln Elementary
crumbled down after nearly 55
years of history to the Winona
community.
Winona State University
purchased the Lincoln building
for $700,000 on June 29,
said Scott Ellinghuysen, the
university's vice president of
finance and administrative

services.
The kindergarten through
sixth-grade school was built in
1952. In the 1980s, the school
became a temporary home for
a Christian school, until that
closed too.
It was last used for
Community Education classes
and district administration

offices, which moved out after at Winona State increasing each
the deal with the university was year, available parking spaces
continues to be a problem, even
made in 2004.
The university purchased with additional overflow lots.
Although a parking ramp is
was to expand parking spaces
an efficient solution, it is not an
for students.
"(Winona State) is sensitive option for Winona State.
Gores stated that building
to the needs of parking and the
fact that students are driving a parking ramp would be
more than ever before," said very expensive and is not in
Vice President of Student Life the university's plans to help
alleviate tight parking.
Connie Gores.
"Parking ramps are the most
With 70 percent of Winona
State's student population expensive kinds of buildings,"
living off campus, Gores said Gores said, adding that a
that parking close to campus is parking ramp is not in the aura
of Winona State's campus.
a problem.
"Winona State University
Once the area is completely
torn apart and the ruble is is trying to be a more
removed, gravel for a lot will be approachable campus," Gores
hauled in, said Parking Services said. "A parking ramp would
make our campus less personal
Director Shirley Mounce.
The new lot will be similar for students and faculty.
to the overflow lot at Main and
Sarnia streets, added Mounce.
Dana can be reached at
Any student with an overflow
permit will be allowed to park DJKudelk7481@winona.edu .
in either lot.
With the student enrollment
" ' •

Fred Schulze/WINONAN
Construction crews take down Lincoln Elementary on Sept. 24. The building was
purchased by Winona State in 2004, and the empty space is being turned into a new
parking lot for students.
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What makes You Proud to be a WARRIOR?
Compiled by WINONAN Staff

"Just the overall atmosphere of the
college. It's a beautiful campus
with nice people."
--Ian Lorenz, junior music major

"I'm proud of the fact that every corner you
turn there is a hand sanitizer, so being a Warrior
means you're clean and germ-free."
--Jared Stene, senior political science/public administration major and student senate president

"The students here are absolutely
amazing and the entire staff that
works at Winona State."
--Kelly Clark, assistant director of
student activities and 2000 Winona
State graduate

"Our sports teams, our diverse academic environment, our students

"I like studying with Winona students.
I'm in political science classes and
sometimes it's hard to understand but I
like hearing about other issues."
--Ai Yamazaki, junior global studies
major

CAREER
FAIR
2007

who have a strong desire to learn, our faculty and staff who are
professional and well-eduated, and our mission statement. Even
though it's changed this year, I have a strong belief that we're still
dedicated."
--Dave Obray, junior law and society major and 2007 Homecoming
King

HOMECOMING
Over 100
employers
and
graduate
schools!

Exhibits - Wednesday, Oct. 24
McCown Gym, 12 noon - 4 p.m.
All students invited, free admission!
Prizes: MP3 player, mugs, messenger bag & more!
Visit over 100 employers & graduate schools.

Interviews - Thursday, Oct. 25
East Hall, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sign up for interviews at WSU Career Services!
110 Gildemeister
Career Fair is sponsored by Career Services of
Minnesota State College - Southeast Technical, Saint Mary's
University of Minnesota and Winona State University.

For details, please visit www.winona.edul career
or call (507)457-5340 / 280-5079

4 News

"The housing and res staff and all the residence halls because
they do stuff for a lot of the residents and don't get thanked
enough."
--Nick Antony, sophomore business administration/marketing
major and vice president of Residence Hall Association

"It's not simply a matter of
having hung around all these
years, but an opportunity to
show how much we've grown,
what we've learned, and where
we're headed," Halleck said.
It's been a long journey since
the school was first founded
in 1858 as the Winona State
Normal School, which was the
first normal school west of the
Mississippi River.
In order to build the school,
the Winona community was the
first to raise $5,000, in which
the community exceeded in,
raising $7,000.
Back then the school was
only for preparing students to
become teachers, there was no
business or nursing majors.
Walter Bennick is an archivist
at the Winona County Historical
Society, who said that over the
years, the school has adjusted
its mission to keep up with the
needs of the specific time.
In 1858 there was a need for
teachers, and in 1960 when the
school became Winona State

Continued from Page 1

College, there was a need for institutional overview about the
more occupations.
daily life and the community of
"It's about weathering the Winona," Henderson said.
test of time," Bennick said.
Peter Henderson is a history
Stephanie can be reached at
professor at Winona State, SMTrask8045@winona.edu.
and he is also releasing the
fourth history book about the
university, due out later this
year.
His book, entitled "Her
Star Shall Not Dim," was a
quote that came from the first
principal at Winona State, John
Odgen, referring to a bright
future for the school.
Ogden served as principal PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
& SALES
from 1860 to 1862, when he
resigned to fight for the Union Main St & Broadway
in the Civil War, closing the
school down for almost three A Great Place To Live!
years.
Tenants Trust!
The book will be an overview
of history from founding to
present, but will take on a more
social and cultural aspect, about
the college and community
activism of the campus through
www.greatrivermanagement.com
the years.
"I hope it gives readers an
email: grms@hbci.com

507-452-8808

HOUSES &
APARTMENTS

Rescheduled student
senate elections
to start Monday
The Winona State University student senate will hold its fall
elections from noon on Monday, Oct. 8 to noon on Thursday,
Oct. 11. The previous elections were deemed invalid.
Students can vote online at
www.winona.edu/studentsenate/elections
while the polls are open.
Students who missed the deadline and are interested in
running for a seat are encouraged to do a write-in campaign.

At-Large (4 open seats)

John Kolade, senior, law and society/business
Kelley Leland, freshman, biology/pre-medicine
Savannah McKinley, freshman, political science/mass communications
Rachel Schromen, sophomore, law and society
Erica Turner, freshman, nursing

Feel
Minutes.
!Lasts far
Hours.
Sophomore (1 open seat)

Get it done with

Caitlin Stene, sophomore, marketing/pre,
Rachel Schromen, sophomore, law and S\'(,
Senior (1 open seat
John Kolade, senior, law and society/busines
Dave °bray, senior law and society/business
,

Sugar free
• Lennon Lime, Berry and
• Zero net orbs New Orange flavor, exclusiv

cation sty

4

'

* Na crash later

available at Walgreens

College of Business (1 open seat)
John Kolade, senior, law and society/business
Caitlin Stene, sophomore, marketing/pre law
-

College of Nursing & Health Sciences (1 open seat)
Erica Turner, freshman, nursing
Mathias Mahlutn,

Mankato & Frontenac

750 Mankato Ave.

freshman, pre-medicine/sociology

College of Science and Engineering (1 open seat)
No applicants received.
Graduate Studies (2 open seats)
No applicants received.

Store Phone. (507) 452-4076
dA3***10.
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Add excitement to your education with a

ei Study

ram

„
Travel study programs encourage studentsltilhink ertucally, experien.ec t t hidi ievahie
•
systeiris and diverse lifestyles of ottfOi . cultures, and participate in raeaningad setwice leOhing
projects. These programs enhance a itilde?It's global and culiiirai aiwarellc:SS

VISU eourses usually last 2-8 \A eeks, Manssatisfy a University Studies requirement.
caum„,- these are universitv COUNCS, traVel StLtdy e>,p,-.1-ise, may be factored in for financial aid.
tact the WSU FinancialAici office.
Vfo ,,1 Travel Study programs ht no forcin lotuage Nquiremeni.
Cheek out these travel study courses:
Sprit* Semester
Austral laiNew Zealand Pacific Challenge — Professor David Wright (dwright@winona.edu )
Cha

e ri e

Northern
Great
Plains

Spring Break'' ,
Egypt — Professor Mary Ann Pevas (mapevasPi winona.edu )

Summer
Alabama -- Professor Maudie Williams (mwilliams@winona.edu )
Arizona Professor Tom Grier (tgrier(Ovinona.edit)
Guatemala Professor Mary Fawrctt (mfawcett()winona.edit)
Himalayas Professor E. Wilson (ewilson(Iwinona.edit)
London Professor David Bratt (dbratt@winona.edu )
Manchester/Dublin — Professor Brian-Zeller (bzeller@winona.edu)
Mexico — Professor Arlen Carey (acarey@winona.edu )
Northern Great Plains — Professors Rob Brault (rbratilt( 1winona.edit) and
James Reidy (jreidy@winonaedu)
St. Croix, Virgin Islands — Professor Tamara Berg (tberg(winona.edu )
Taiwan — Professor William Yu (wyu@winona.edu )
Tanzania — Professors John and Kathy Nosek (jnosek@winona.edu)
Shanghai — Professor Shashi l.)ewan (sdewangwinona.edu) or
Gabriel Manrique (travelstudy(àwinonaedu) .

Other travel study programs being planned by WSU faculty include:
Argentina (summer)
Beijing (summer)
Costa Rica (summer)
Jamaica (spring break)

Start your journey here:
www.winona.edu/oced
For these programs and other related questions, contact Dr. Gabriel Manrique (travelstudy(iwinona.edu )

Friday, Sept. 21
12:30 p.m.—Fire and Security
responded to Lourdes
concerning a fire alarm.
A fire alarm in a kitchen
activated the alarm.

Sheehan Hall for violation
of the visitation policy and
were also in possession of
alcohol. Individuals were
removed from the residence
hall.

Wednesday, Sept. 26
11:10 p.m. — Students
reported power out in
the majority of Sheehan
Hall. Matter referred to
Maintenance.

Sunday Sept. 23
Of14.:..s fAillf1447. -a'..s.,..NEIrelit.uid 0:tiCover.0e65.Hs51.6.1ctoeis

Saturday, Sept. 22
12:06 a.m. — Security initially
responded to a noise problem
in Sheehan and eventually
cited several occupants for an
alcohol violation. Referred
to the Hall Director.
3:45 a.m—A student was
found passed out in the
Quad, When attempting to
wake the student he became
belligerent and abusive
toward Security staff. The
Winona Police were called
and the student was arrested
for Minor Consuming.
Matter also referred to the
Hall Director.
3:31 p.m.—
An alarm activated in
Prentiss-Lucas. The affected
location was checked and
nothing found. Referred to
Maintenance.
11:11 p.m.Security
responded
to
Maria and eventually cited
several students for an
alcohol violation. One
individual became abusive
and uncooperative and the
Winona Police were notified
who eventually arrested
the individual. Matter also
referred to the Hall Director.
11:50 p.m.—Several nonstudents were removed from

4.45 p.m.—A student phonect.,
Security and the police
concerning his
'Vehicle
that had been struck by
an unknown vehicle.
The striking vehicle was
eventually located in the
parking lot and was referred
to the police.

Monday, Sept. 24
2:00a.rn.—Securityresponded
to a report of a student
wishing to cause harm to
himself. The Winona Police
were notified and the matter
was referred to them and the
Hall Director.
10:51 a.m. —Security received
a call from Residence Life
that a student reported she
was sexually assaulted by an
acquaintance in the residence
hall over the weekend.
The matter was referred to
Residence Life, Affirmative
Action and the Director of
Security,
3:35p.m. —Astudent reported
that she conducted some on
line conversations with an
individual who indicated he
was coming to Winona to see
her. This incident took place
off campus and the Winona
Police were also notified.

4:42 a.rn.—Sectiritycontac
an intoxicated student ,ne
Sheehan Hall. Student;
e
referred to Res`d
fe

•
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Security responded to a
trouble 'alarm at Maxwell
Field. False Alaim.
9:00 a.m.—Security cited
several students for an
alcohol violation in PrentissLucas. Referred to the Hall
Director.
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3:40 p.m.—
EMS and Security responded
to the Science Building
where it was reported that
a student had passed out.
Student was assessed and did
not wish to be transported to
the hospital.
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7:41 p.m. —A student reported
the theft of some personal
items from a bathroom in
Lourdes. Referred to the
Director.

Saturday, Sept 29
2:34 a,m.—Residence Life
requested assistance from
Security concerning a drug
violation in Prentiss-Lucas,
referred to Hall Director.
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Fair punishment is not racis
Samuel Keane-Rudolph
Op/Ed Columnist
Out of all the nonsense I've
ever heard coming back to a
writer, some of last week's
correspondence aimed at Ruth
DeFoster takes the cake. When
I read her article, I found
it eminently sensible. Yet
apparently she's a racist. It's
not all about race, folks.
Let's get something straight.
The Jena 6 were arrested on
charges of attempted murder.

Whether or not these are
justified charges will be decided
in a court. Nobody,
Ruth and I included,
thinks they should
receive any less than
a fair and speedy trial.
Obviously speedy
is already a matter
of the past—some
say in the American
legal system that
the processing is the
punishment, not the sentence.
And with tens of thousands of
protesters lining the streets of
Jena, I find it highly unlikely
that they'll receive a fair trial
anywhere near Jena.
Now to some, attempted
murder sounds like an extreme
charge for something that many
are calling a schoolyard brawl.
Perhaps, and I don't necessarily

disagree, but consider this: six
against one is hardly fair odds.
If six people are
beating the snot
out of a seventh,
I consider the
"fight" to be more
of a "massacre."
It's a matter of
force. If I take a
swing at someone
my size and we're
just fighting,
maybe it's just assault and
battery. But if I take a baseball
bat and start beating someone
over the head, I'd call that
attempted murder.
Similarly if I found five
buddies and started beating
someone, I think a prosecutor
could make a reasonable case
for attempted murder. But on
the other hand, the beaten kid

was quickly back in school, so
he couldn't have been seriously
injured. Again, that's something
to be decided in court.
But all this remains to be
seen. Ruth was entirely correct
in pointing out the real problem
with the Jena 6. Free them?
Sure, on the same terms that any
other arrested person is granted
bail. Give them a fair trial? Yes,
Ruth argued for that last week.
But just let them go? They
stand accused of a cowardly
and heinous beating of another
student. Ensure that they
receive due process of the law.
No less. And certainly no more.
Give them the opportunity to
prove their innocence and give
the state the burden of proof on
their guilt.
The Jena 6 are representative
of many of the imperfections in

la d
the American legal system, and
maybe even of the last marks of
racism's ugly visage in the law.
But they are most definitely not
martyrs and should not be made
into such.
So my final judgment: Give the
Jena 6 a fair trial with a fair jury
and judge. Try them in court,
not out of it. Review the school
disciplinary procedures at their
high school. Review the law
enforcement procedures of the
arresting agency. Punish and
dismiss those who were derelict
in their duty. And let the truth
of the matter on both sides of
the bench be its own defense,
not outraged accusations of
racism.
Reach Sam Keane-Rudolph
at SKeaneRu4088@winona.
edu

Face the challenges and find success
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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Life is full of challenges,
from tackling a shot of Tequila
to finally obtaining that dream
job—there will always be
a challenge in front of you.
Challenge is what makes life
worth living. If nothing is hard,
then nothing is worth it.
Life is hard. Get used to it.
It's crunch time in school—
exams, papers, all sorts of
goodies are appearing around
the academic bend. No
matter how much you whine,
procrastinate, and rationalize,
the work pile will only get
larger. So suck it up and create
a plan to get it done.
1.) What work do you have
to do?
2.) Why are you doing the
work?

Paul Solberg, Editor-in-Chief

3.) When are you going to
get what done?
Figure out what exactly you
have to do. Which assignments,
what page, study what chapter
until what proficiency? If you
don't know what you have to do,
how do you expect to
start or stop?
Why are doing
this work? What
is the point of this
schoolwork? 'Why
are you taking this
class? The answer
lies within you.
Perhaps you have an
idea, a goal to shoot
for that is five years out. This
class is a stepping-stone on the
path to getting there. Or perhaps
you simply want an "A" to
boost your GPA. Whatever
your little desire is, don't
forget about habit training.

winonan u,winona.edu

We are what we repeatedly do.
Develop a "take things on, no
quitting" approach to anything
that is feasible and you will
find success in whatever you
venture into. Start it now?
When are you going to get
what done? When
are you going to
put the time into do
this assignment?
When are you
going to knock out
that assignment?
Without an idea of
What you're doing
when, it's harder
for you to start.
Not only will this help you
in school, but it will help you
remain calm when tackling any
sort of problem or issue that
arises throughout your life.
Follow these quick questions
and you will find yourself more

focused, confident, and capable
of getting things done. Compare
the two.
"Hey want to go out this
week?"
Your response: "I don't
know, I have so • much to do.
I'm so frustrated, I'm missing
out on fun opportunities, I'm
behind, lacking confidence,
etc."
Pretty upsetting.
Versus.
Your response: "Yeah sure,
how does 9pm Thursday sound?
I have to work on my calculus
homework tonight at 5 in order
to realize my dream of being a
math teacher."
YES. Look at me, I am
successful, happy, and have
direction in my life.
Reach Carl Hunter at
CRHunter6218@winona.edu

(507) 457-5119

Make geography a necessity
Ruth DeFoster
Guest Op/Ed Columnist
Recent coverage of violent
protests in Myanmar initially
bewildered me—because I
didn't know where Myanmar
was.
So I looked it up. "Oh," I
said to myself. "It's Burma."
I somehow missed the
name change and other
developments—I had been
going about my life blissfully
unaware of the military junta
in Myanmar and the mounting
unrest among citizens who
want democracy.
There is so much going on in
the world, and so much I don't
know—in fact, the older I get,
the more I realize how little I
know, and how much I have to
learn.

I chose to study journalism
because I wanted to make a
difference, to shed light on
truth in a broken world.
A flourishing press is one
of the hallmarks of a solid
democracy. But in order to be a
good j otunalist—or
a good citizen—we
have to see beyond
our borders, to
understand the big
picture.
It's crucial to
be generally wellinformed about the
state of the nation
and the world.
A2006 survey commissioned
by the National Geographic
Society found that six in ten
young Americans aged 18-24
couldn't find Iraq on a map,
despite near-constant media
coverage of Iraq since the U.S.

invasion. One in ten with a
high school education couldn't
find the U.S. on a map. One in
five couldn't find the Pacific
Ocean.
I think you'll agree that's
appalling.
I was having dinner
a few months ago
with a friend and her
sister, a 20-something
high school graduate.
Over the course
of dinner it became
clear that her sister
didn't know where
Rome was.
"It's the capital of Italy," I
said. "It's kind of a big deal."
Out of curiosity, I asked her
if she knew where the United
Kingdom was.
"That's a real place?"
she said. "I thought it was
fictional."

So I drew a crude world map
on a napkin, which I attempted
to use to kindly point out
various things, like the fact that
the U.K. actually exists, and the
location of Rome, which is, in
fact, in Italy (also a real place).
This encounter left me
troubled, but not nearly as
troubled as I was when twothirds of my classmates in
a journalism course failed a
pop quiz that consisted of two
questions: "What is the capital
of Iraq?" and "What is the
capital of Afghanistan?"
The girl sitting beside me
leaned over and very seriously
said, "I put Sudan."
I have a long way to go
before I'll consider myself
well-informed about the state
of global affairs. Things are
always happening. It's an uphill
battle.

Pussy cat, pussy cat, where
have you been? .1'
I've been to London to visit
the Queen

Books I've recently found
to be useful in this regard are:
"Darfur: A Short History of
a Long War," about Sudan,
"Night Draws Near," about
Iraq, and "The World is Flat,"
by Thomas Friedman. I highly
recommend them all.
We, the first generation of
the digital age, can't afford to
be isolationists. We have tools
that our parents didn't have.
We have the Internet. We have
a round-the-clock news cycle.
There's no longer any excuse
to be ill-informed.

Reach Ruth DeFoster at
RMDefost2404@winona.
edu

What do you mean?

I can't believe you
sang that word out
loud, Appetit.

41t, 0.114

What are you talking
about, Bon?

Meow, I don't know. Somehow I think
that's a little bit racist to me... May be I
am just too sensitive...

Like catfight, catwalk, CAT
scan and cat pajamas...
CATEGORY....
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Winona's Lambert Mansion
continues to sit empty for first time since 1872
Ruth
WINONAN

For over 100
years, it was
home to two of
Winona's most
prominent families. For fourteen years its
halls were full
of children's
laughter.
Later, as an
assisted living
facility, it was
home to elderly
residents—until
2006, when the
Huff-Lamberton
home was offered for private
sale for the first
time since 1872.
Today it sits
empty on the
spot where it's
been for the last
150 years—a
palatial mansion
nearly as old as
Winona itself
In 1857,
Henry Huff,
Andrew Link/WINONAN
one of WinThe Lambert mansion takes up half of a block between 5th and 4th streets on Huff Street. The mansion has housed 2 families and an
ona's foundassisted living center until recently being put on the market for private sale.
ing fathers,
Huff sold the home to In 1977 the house was placed
point. Because it's such a large Weaver said.
commissioned
Henry
W.
Lamberton
in
1872,
on
the
National
Register
of
property, he isn't sure when
Still, she is hoping the
architects A.J. Downing and
in whose family the house
Historic Places.
the house will be sold, he said. house will find an owner who
Calvert Vaux to design what
remained for three generaThe nonprofit Sauer Memo- "I always thought between the will take good care of it. She
he described as a "mansion in
tions. Lamberton turned the
rial Home acquired the propcity and historical society, we
thinks the mansion would
the wilderness," an enormous
burial vault into a root cellar
erty in 1982 and remodeled
could come up with a great
make a lovely home—or even
Italianate villa that towered
and raised five children in the
the house for use as an assisted community use for it," Skeels
a bed and breakfast.
over the surrounding landhome. One of the children,
living facility. It remained an
said.
"It's a great landmark for
scape. The home's 16-inch
Henry M. Lamberton, returned assisted living facility until
Jennifer Weaver, assistant
Winona," Weaver said. "A lot
walls and imposing structure
2006, when the home was put
director of the Winona County of people think of it when they
ensured that it would be an en- to the house as an adult to
up for sale. The price for the
Historical Society, said the
think of Winona. We hope it's
during presence in the growing raise a family of his own.
After the death of Henry
home is listed as $1.65 milHistorical Society hopes to see able to find a home that will
town on the river.
M. Lamberton and his wife,
lion.
the house preserved, though
preserve it and put it to good
So untamed was the "wilJeanette, the house was ocBob Skeels, co-owner of
they can't afford to buy the
use so people can enjoy it."
derness" of Winona in 1857
cupied by Catholic Charities
Coldwell Banker in Winona
home themselves.
that the brand-new town did
and the realtor presenting the
"The cost of upkeep for
Ruth can be reached at
not even have a cemetery. Huff of Winona, which used the
home, said there have been
something of that size would
RMDefost2404@winona.edu.
built a burial vault in the yard, building as an orphanage. The
be a horrendous budget,
which he topped with a mound Lamberton Home for Children many inquiries, but there are
operated from 1962 to 1976.
no offers on the table at this
something we cannot afford,"
of earth and an elm sapling.
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A musical melting pot from two students more qualified than you

An open letter to jam band fans
Brandon Rompa
WINONAN
This will be the first in a
series of open letters that I am
directing towards the music
fans in this community. Please
don't be offended as my
intentions are not to belittle
or downplay the value of your
favorite genre but rather to
learn its merits. I'm pretty sure
I upset some Jam fans after
my review of-an "...In The
Attic" show a month ago so
I think this would be a good
opportunity to address you all
formally.
Hello, my name is Brandon. I'm a 21-year-old college
student who happens to write
for the hippest section of this
paper, The Ruckus. You may

notice the tagline which reads
"...two students more qualified than you." Some might
see this as condescending but
it is actually quite accurate. I
am both a musician and a lifelong music fan whose tastes
extend to almost every genre
in popular and indie music.
Before I met Jack I knew
almost no one with a similarly
wide appreciation of music
and its many facets, hence
why we are the only writers of
this section.
Sadly, over the summer
Jack lost his ear for melody
and smart pop in favor of
only hip hop. Truly a shame
but that's another story all
together. The point of this is
that, while I am well-versed
and open minded about music,

there are still some popular
forms that I cannot wrap my
head around, the jam genre
being one.
I used to be a roadie for
a Madison based jam-funkjazz fusion group called "The
Groovulous Glove." I spent a
lot of summers hauling their
equipment around Wisconsin
and dancing like a fool at their
shows. During this time they
played several festivals and I
was exposed to a great deal of
bands with similar sounds and
musical philosophies. At the
time I think I was into punk
but could still find things in
this music that I enjoyed—
the tightness of the bands,
inclusion of different musical
flavors, etc..
My tastes have matured

over the years and I've gravitated towards more straightforward, structure-based pop
and rock groups such as The
Beatles, Wilco, Oingo Boingo
and more. I prefer groups like
these that experiment with
song structure, sonic elements,
production and instrumentation while still keeping the
songwriting as the main focus.
Jam does not seem to do this.
I should clarify that when I
say "jam" music I mean bands
such as Phish, The String
Cheese Incident, The Grateful Dead, Modeski, Martin
and Wood, moe., Widespread
Panic, Umphrey's McGee,
Galactic and so on.

see LETTER, page 15

Weekly thoughts from a Ruckus writer
Jack Chandler
WINONAN

dismissing the same rumors
he has for the last 30 years.
Thanks for continuing to be
rich,
old and cranky Bob...
The Ruckus would like to
I
think
Madonna, The
apologize on behalf of Britney
Beastie
Boys,
and John
Spears for her performance at
"Cougar"
Mellencamp
will be
the Video Music Award's two
locks
for
The
Rock
'N
Roll
weeks ago. We weren't aware
Hall of Fame class of 2008...
that she was going to give, the
There was a lot of hype
whole fat-dancing and liparound
new albums from
synching thing another 'try..
James
Blunt,
Matchbox
the announcement of
Twenty,
and
Will.i.am
this
a one-night only Led Zepfall.
We're
going
to
wait,
pelin reunion, many rock fans
though, for Thanksgiving ofwere ecstatic at the thought
ferings from Alicia Keys, The
of a Zeppelin reunion tour.
John
Mayer Trio, and Michael
Well fans, you can send a big
Jackson
before we pass judgthanks to Robert Plant for
ment on our favorite season...

Kanye West has been on
top of the music world less
than . a month and already I
want a new champion. His
acapella freestyle on SNL was
gutsy though; any hip-hopper
can admire him for that performance...
Tony Bennett would like
to thank the great people at
Target for this award...
The Ruckus has learned
that Winona State University has hired a new assistant
student activities director,
meaning someone else can be
blamed for this springs awesome concert headliner...
In a nod to our 7th grade

dance days, let's all go out and
buy the new Jagged Edge album. Yea, I know, right? We
were so awesome in middle
school...
Please do your best to support good music by skipping
Kid Rock's show at The Myth
later this month...
Hub, the crew won't be
the same without you holdin'
down the bass line. "The Legendary" and all its fans will
truly miss you...
Sheila E... Sheila E...
Sheila E...

Please forward all questions, comments, corrections, and what-not
for The Ruckus to BJCostan6348@winona.edu .

1. "Do It Well" — Je
nifer Lopez
J. Lo dance tracks are
a guilty pleasure, so
naturally the orchestra
strings and funk horns
found on her new
single are callin me...
2. "Straight Lines" —
Silverchair
The single off the
band's new studio
album, "Straight Lines"
has the former Pearl
Jam compared group
blending the sounds of
INXS and Coldplay.
3. "Black Mirror" —
Arcade Fire
A strong track from
2007's 'Neon Bible'
that blends the muddy
sound of Echo & The
Bunneymen with their
own unclassifiable
style.
4. "Fiery Gun Hand" —
Cardiacs
Composer Tim Smith
reminds us once again
what musical genius
sounds like. It's a
track packed with
melodic layering and
split-second musical
changes.
5. "The Pretender"
Foo Fighters
With this new single
the Foo sound like
they've found the
groove again after two
disappointing albums.
Here's hoping the new
disc can deliver.
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Living in the limelight not as hot as it seems
Sarah Burgen
WINONAN
In the past couple of years,
the glamour of working in the
music industry has been magnified. Most of this glamour
has grown due to the rise of
the "scene." a word that has
many meanings behind it,
most of which are negative.
Basically, young music fans
see people in their age group
gaining success working at
record labels, and want to have
that same "in" with the band.
As someone who has
worked at a venue and offered
a band or two a place to crash
after a show, I have witnessed
the ins and outs of being on
tour as a band.
Matt Mendes, age 20, is the
former bass player for DriveThru Records artist Dave
Melillo. After a few misunderstandings, Mendes left the
band to pursue a career as a
firefighter.
"I don't miss the shows, I
don't miss the feeling impor-

tant, or the looks my (tour
pass) laminate got me by
dumb chicks. I definitely don't
miss the industry folk. What
I do miss is the brotherhood,"
Mendes said. He related the
brotherhood he felt with his
band members as similar to
the feelings soldiers have for
their platoon during training.
"We had to adopt each other as
family cause the only holiday
we didn't spend together was
Christmas," he said.
"It was the best time of my
life, but at the same time, it
sucked. It lost its fulfillment
because when you do it day in
and day out, there is only so
much you can take," Mendes
added.
Melillo, who is currently
playing guitar on tour with
Fueled By Ramen band Cute
Is What We Aim For, said,
"The friends and family that
you leave at home when you
go on tour don't stop living
when you leave. And when
you come home, things are
different."

Mendes said, "I would be
in some place like Arkansas,
playing a show that would
never EVER matter, and I had
managers telling me that it was
all about building a base."
He didn't make any money
on tour, and said, "There is
only so much you can take
when you're a hired musician who isn't actually getting
paid."
He listed a typical tour
schedule which included waking up at 6 a.m. so everyone
can get packed and be ready to
leave whatever floor the band
slept on, driving 6-10 hours to
load in, set up the merchandise
table and gear, doing a sound
check, and "playing a show
to a generation who doesn't
know how to clap."
When Matt and the rest of
the band stayed at my house in
summer 2006, they were tired.
They were sick. They were
hungry. It made me realize
that the things I thought about
tours and record labels weren't
true.
© Leia Jospe
Matt Mendes plays a show in New Jersey last
October. Matt toured with the Dave Melillo band
for about two years until quitting last fall.

,,k
you like to see your Photography
ler published in the Winonan?
Each week, beginning October 24, the Winonan will feature one
student-submitted photograph in our Features section, We are
encouraging student photographers of all types to be creative and
active in our community. Here's your chance to be published!
Anything goes! Creativity is up to you, though photographs will be
judged on level of appropriateness.
• Only one entry per student, per week
• Students must be currently enrolled at WSU
• Photos must be taken within one week prior to submission
• Deadline for submissions are every Friday at 10 p.m.
•A photo of the photographer will accompany the winning photo
•Technical specs: JPEG I RGB color / 200dpi I 5"x7"

14 Arts 6 Entertainment

Photos will be judged on
content, quality and technical
composition.

The deadline for first
photo submission is
Oct 19th!
Send your photo submission,
with name, year, major and
caption (30 words max) to:
PhotoPixq, winona.edu

They devoured home
cooked meals and slept as
much as they could, because
when they left the state, they
didn't know where they'd be
able to stay.
During their six day stay at
my house, we decided to go
to the mall. People stopped
and looked. Not because they
were famous by any means,
but because they looked like
a band. It didn't even matter
what band it was.
At shows later on, several
months later, they could barely
get away from girls trying to
get face time with them to talk
to me.
It was so bizarre that these
boys, who were really just
normal guys from Florida,
were being asked to sign autographs.
Crossing the line between fan to friend really

changed my perspective on the
word "scene," and while I still
want to work in the industry
some day, the job I want has
changed.
I'm interning for a label
right now to help bands along
the way, rather than become
known to them.
I promote, because I've
seen how hard it is when a
measly 10 people show up to
a concert, and no money is
brought in at the merchandise
table.
Touring is fun, but touring
is hard. Tip the merch guy.
Shell out a couple of bucks for
a t-shirt. Put a couple of banners for artists you support on
your myspace page.
A little bit can go a long
way.
Sarah can be reached at
SCBurgen5575@winona.edu .
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These bands rely heavily on
musical improvisation (most often
in the form of guitar or piano solos),
ever-changing set lists, long concerts (usually two sets or more) and
a large circulation of live recordings
that fans bootleg to no end.
The main appeal of jam music, I
think, is that it is often altered when
performed live.
For instance the band Phish will
rarely play their songs live the same
way twice, opting to raise or lower
the tempo, add or subtract instruments and change the style of the
solos or musical changes.
This gives listeners the illusion
of musical freedom and explosive
creativity when it is actually just
sound flowing aimlessly.
Readers should note that Stevie
Ray Vaughan did the same thing.
His guitar solos are always changing and moving in different directions but the difference is that he
did it within the framework of set

continued from page 13
compositions.
This is the main thing that separates jam from all other pop music.
I doubt that when music critics will look back on jam they will
call it "classic" or "timeless" as
other experimental bands like The
Beatles, Dylan or Pink Floyd have
become known.
. They brought more to the table
then just vague musical ideas which
changed depending on the night.
They succeeded in writing brilliant
and moving songs and THEN laying
whatever else on top of it.
But I could be wrong. In fact,
that's the whole point of this article.
I want every jam band fan who
reads this article to e-mail me and
explain themselves. I have to figure
this out.
Brandon can be reached at BJCostan6348@winona.edu
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QUIT SMOKING NOW!
In a 2006 study by University of Minnesota, 17 Minnesota schools were surveyed
including Winona State. It
was reported that 27.7 percent of all students surveyed
reported that they are current
smokers.
Did you know that lung
cancer is the leading cause
of cancer death in the United
States? And 87 percent of
lung cancer deaths can be
attributed to tobacco use,
according to the American
Cancer Society.

Don't become another
cancer statistic.
In conjunction with Minnesota's smoking ban, Winona State University Student
Health Services wants to
remind students of their free
service offered to help kick
tobacco cravings.
Whether it's a chewing or
smoking addiction, the heath
services' Smoking Cessation
Program is aimed to give students individual attention and
provide tools and resources
to end their unhealthy depen-

The latest fashions for
young women!

dence.
If you are interested in
more information, please
visit www.winona.edu/
healthservices/ and click
on the "Smoking Cessation
Program" link to find a list
of websites that may aid you
in your decision to quit once
and for all.
To meet with a nurse
to discuss theprogram and
figure out your best options,
call 507-457-5160 to set up
an appointment.

*limited time only
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Warriors overcome weather, delays in homecoming win
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
It was an interesting homecoming weekend for the Winona State University football
team.
The Warriors won 28-7
against Concordia-St. Paul in
a game that lasted three hours
and 41 minutes.
However, 57 of those minutes came from a lightning delay.
"I think both teams lost their
energy," said WSU coach Tom
Sawyer, responding to the rain
delay.
The rain delay occurred with
just over two minutes to go before halftime.
It didn't take long for the
Warriors to put a score on the
board,
as quarterback
Drew
Aber
connected
with
wide
receiver
Rothwell
Scott
Peters
on a 73-yard catch and run for
a touchdown, putting Winona
State up 7-0.
Winona State took advantage of a huge special teams
error late in the first quarter, as
Concordia's long snapper sent a
ball over the punter's head and
out of the back of the end zone
for a safety, increasing Winona

State's lead to 9-0.
On the ensuing possession,
the Warriors took advantage of
great field position.
Winona State put together
a six-play, 59-yard drive that
was capped off by a nine-yard
touchdown run by Alex Wiese
early in the second quarter.
If one special teams error
wasn't enough, Concordia-St.
Paul would add another one.
With 9:20 to go in the second
quarter, Concordia's long snapper again snapped a ball over
the punter's head. It was recovered and run out of the back of
the end zone for another safety.
Winona State got the ball
back late in the second quarter but would have to wait to
continue its drive, as lightning
caused a long delay in the
game.
After the delay, the Warriors
came out to play the last two
minutes of the half and ended it
on a 23-yard field goal by Ryan
Abbott.
Winona State went in at the
half with a 21-0 lead in what
was a shortened halftime for
the Warriors.
Concordia-St. Paul finally
got their first score of the game
in the third quarter.
With 5:24 to go, quarterback
Kole Goodchild connected with
wide receiver Tyrone Ruffin on
an 11-yard pass play, cutting
the Winona State lead to 14.
However, Winona State put
together its longest drive of the
game on the next possession.
The Warriors went on a 12play, 89-yard drive and scored

on the first play of the fourth
quarter.
Wiese ran in his second
rushing touchdown of the day
on a 3-yard scamper, putting
Winona State up 28-7.
The Winona State defense
held Concordia in check the
entire game.
Goodchild, the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference preseason player of the year, could
not get the offense going, as he
was sacked five times and intercepted seven times.
Goodchild had just seven
interceptions coming into the
game.
"They weren't playing terrible," said Sawyer, when asked
about Concordia-St. Paul's effort. "I think we are playing
with some more confidence.
We had seven picks on the day.
That's a pretty good day; I don't
care who you're playing."
For the Winona State offense, quarterback Drew Aber
put together solid numbers, as
he completed 12 of 24 passes
for 209 yards, one touchdown
and one interception.
However, it was the Warriors' ground game that was
most efficient.
As a team, Winona State
rushed for 209 yards, with the
biggest contribution coming
from Wiese.
Wiese had 24 carries for 124
yards and two touchdowns.
Peters recorded his fourth
100-yard receiving game on the
year, as he caught three balls for
105 yards and a touchdown.
For the second straight week,

IlLWArg,

Fred Schulze/WINONAN

WSU running back Alex Wiese tries to elude a defender
Saturday in the Warriors' 28-7 win over Concordia-St. Paul at
Maxwell Field.

the Winona State defense was
dominant.
Leading the defense this
week was Brent Yule, who recorded 10 tackles and an interception.
However, defensive tackle
Ryan Rothman had a monster
day, as he tallied six tackles,
three tackles for a loss and 2
1/2 sacks for the game.
In the secondary, Kenzie
Yewman and Craig Martindale
each had two interceptions on
the day.
"I think we've improved
from week to week, and that's

what we strive for," WSU defensive coordinator Matt Entz
said in response to the great
defensive play by the team. "I
think our players have done the
things necessary to be a good
football team."
With the win, Winona State
is only one of three teams with
a winning record in the NSIC.
The Warriors' next match
will be a tough one, as they
will play at Minnesota State
University-Moorhead (3-2) this
Saturday.

Easker leads women's cross country team at Griak Invite
WINONAN staff
Bethany Easker finished in
22nd place out of 283 runners
with a time of 23:58 Saturday
to lead the Winona State University women's cross country
team to 16th place out of 30

16 Sports

teams at the Roy Griak Invitational in Minneapolis.
"Bethany had one of the top
individual finishes we've ever
had there," WSU coach Neal
Mundahl said. "I don't know if
we've ever had anybody. in the
top 20 — that's a darn good fin-

ish for her."
Maddie Heinrich finished
in 70th place (24:40) and Allie Glasbrenner placed 72nd
(24:47) for the Warriors.
WSU finished second behind
UM-Moorhead among Northern Sun Intercollegiate Con-

ference teams at the event but
finished ahead of top-ranked
Wayne State.
"Wayne has been the top-rated conference team in the polls
and has been top 10 in the region since the beginning of the
season," Mundahl said. "They

were the team to beat, and our
women were really excited because they knew Wayne was
ranked in the polls."
Neil Skoog recorded a time
of 28:33 to pace the WSU men's
team, which finished 25th out
of 25 teams.

Warriors gain revenge Saturday, suffer upset loss Sunday
Matt Huss
WINONAN
Winona State University
women's soccer coach Ali
Omar said it was just another
game.
Omar's players said they
weren't thinking about the
past.
But nobody in purple and
white could deny how sweet
the outcome was.
The Warriors gained a bit of
revenge Saturday morning in a
2-1 victory over Mary (N.D.) at
Maxwell Field in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
opener for both teams.
No reminders or motivational speeches were needed in the
rematch of last season's NSIC
tournament championship
game, in which the fifth-seeded
Marauders pulled off a stunning
upset, shocking the No. 1-seeded Warriors 1-0 in overtime and
ending WSU's 42-game home
unbeaten streak.
"We didn't really talk about
it," Omar said. "I didn't want
our kids to start thinking nothing but revenge, because revenge is stupid.
"It's good locker room talk,
but if you're just going to focus
on that, then you really didn't
prepare your team very well."
The rival teams touched off
at 9 a.m. — the earliest start to a
game that Omar could remember — under an overcast sky
with a cold, swirling breeze.
Despite the early morning start,
intensity was high and the stars
were out.
Twenty minutes into the
game, WSU senior forward
Holly Sutton intercepted a Mary
throw-in at midfield and started
a 2-on-1 breakaway with senior
teammate Kayla Walters.
Sutton dribbled into the left
side of the box, drew the last remaining defender and flicked
a pass across to Walters, who
fired a rocket into the back
of the net for the game's first
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WSU's Annie Lauterer tries to get past a Northern State defender during the Warriors' 1-0 loss to the Wolves on Sunday at Maxwell Field.

goal.
from American River College
"It was such a good series (Calif.) and had only heard
of passes," Walters said. "We about last season's upset, made
worked our way to earn that a brilliant move to lose her defender at the top of the box and
goal."
Walters' second goal of the passed to a streaking Gina Floseason ended Mary's four- rian, who laced a hard shot past
game shutout streak, but the Mary goaltender Coyle BranMarauders tied the game and , nigan for her fourth goal of the
brought two more impressive season and the eventual gameWSU streaks to a halt less than winner.
three minutes later.
"Not only did we continue
Mary sophomore forward our home winning streak, but
Alyssa Deutscher fired a hard, we got one step closer to our
bending shot from the right side ultimate goal — the national
of the box that curved perfectly championship," Florian said.
into the far side of the net.
"We don't look at it as revenge.
Deutscher's game-tying goal Last year is in the past, and this
ended the Warriors' six-game is a new team and a new seashutout streak and halted WSU son."
goalkeeper Amanda Diehm's
In a very physical game that
streak of not allowing a goal at featured 24 total fouls, two yel653 minutes and 24 seconds.
low cards, flaring tempers and
"They're an opportunistic numerous shouting matches,
team," Omar said. "It was the the 14th-ranked Warriors exonly chance they had that was tended their home and overall
winning streak to seven games.
dangerous, and they scored."
The Warriors responded 15
"It was very nice to beat them
minutes later, as WSU new- on our field, since they came in
comer Rachel Mathews left her here thinking they were all that
mark on the young and budding after beating us last year," Walrivalry.
ters said. "But we're trying to
Mathews, who transferred hide our emotions, because we

know we're going to see them
again in the conference tournament."
As much as Omar and the
Warriors said they weren't
thinking about Mary's upset
victory at Maxwell Field last
season, it would be hard to believe that Sunday's shocking
home loss to Northern State
didn't serve as a painful reminder.
Perhaps it was an issue of
looking ahead. Perhaps it was
due to a figurative Homecoming hangover sustained after a
huge win. Perhaps they were
just outplayed. Regardless, after
exacting a measure of revenge
on the only visiting team to celebrate a win at Maxwell Field
in WSU's last 49 home games,
the Warriors were upset 1-0 by
the Wolves in a game strikingly
similar to the dramatic upset
loss to Mary last season.
The Warriors (9-3, 1-1)
dominated both games in terms
of possession, shots and scoring opportunities but lost both
games in much the same way.
Last season, WSU outshot
Mary 23-5 and held an 8-2 advantage
in shots
on goal.
Diehm
w a s
forced
to make
just one
save,
and the
Walters
Warriors
couldn't capitalize on a plethora of prime scoring opportunities, highlighted by three shots
ringing off the post.
On Sunday, WSU outshot
NSU 15-3 and held a 4-1 advantage in shots on goal. Diehm
didn't record a save, and the
Warriors again failed to capitalize on numerous scoring opportunities, highlighted by Kallie Tellefsen sailing a shot high
over an open net right in front

of the goal in the 34th minute,
and Walters sending the potential game-tying goal just wide
in the 80th minute.
Last season, Mary scored
the winning goal on a counter
attack. With much of its players
bunkered on the defensive end
of the field in order to protect
its own goal, Mary took advantage of a WSU mistake and
started a 2-on-1 the other way,
sending a shot in and cleaning
up the rebound for the win.
On Sunday, the Wolves used
the same game plan. NSU's
Kendra Titze made a long run
down the right side, ahead of
WSU's defenders, and sent a
crossing pass to a wide open
Kirsten Saunders in front of
the net, who fired a laser past a
helpless Diehm.
Screaming, fist-pumping and
celebratory chaos ensued.
"They know to play within
what they can play," Omar said.
"They knew they can't play us
straight up — they need to sit
down, put four in the back, five
id the midfield and one on top
and play the counter.
"If you do that, that's what's
going to happen. It's exactly
what Mary did last year in the
championship game."
It was WSU's first regularseason conference loss at home
since falling to Minnesota-Duluth in 1998, and it was WSU's
first regular-season conference
loss overall since losing at NSU
2-0 in 2004. It was the first goal
the Warriors have allowed to
the Wolves in three years.
"It wasn't our day," Omar
said. "We played the way we
want to play. We played possession and controlled the ball. We
created - chances, but we didn't
finish. If you don't finish, you
don't win. It's as simple as
that.
"The only way anyone is
going to beat us is if we make
mistakes, and we made a mistake."
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Arendt enters record books, WSU pulls off historic upset
Justin Magill
WINONAN

Mettille
anwell."
nounced the mileStankowski
led
stone to her team
WSU with *14 kills,
before departing
followed by Arendt
It was a week to remember for Wayne, Neb.
with 12, and freshman
for the Winona State University Mettille said that
Susan Clausen had 19
volleyball team.
Arendt handled
assists.
Bouncing back from last the recognition the
WSU used momenweek's disappointing perfor- way she always
tum from its match
mances, WSU won two of does, with class.
against MSU-Mankato
three matches, which included
"She was happy
to defeat rival Wayne
matches against teams ranked and excited about it
State 3-1 (25-30, 30in the top 25.
but quickly turned
22, 30-25, 32-30) on
Even though WSU lost to the attention back
the road.
Minnesota State-Mankato 3-1 on the Wayne
Lisa Dobie was
(30-28, 25-30, 29-31, 14-30) State match," Metback in action after
at home, it did not overshadow tille said. "She is
missing WSU's previa record-setting night for one always looking at
ous match.
WSU player.
the task ahead."
Dobie compiled 55
Arendt, who had
Senior Kiersten Arendt put
assists, six kills and 16
away her 1,000th kill of her ca- 876 kills coming
digs.
reer, making her the ninth WSU into the year, curJenna Padley led
volleyball player to accomplish rently has 150 kills
WSU with 18 kills,
such a feat.
this season, with
while Stankowski
Jackie Hahn/WINONAN and Nemcek each had
Arendt put herself in the 13 regular season
record books against No. 16- matches and the WSU's Kim Nemcek, right, gets down for a dig
11. Arendt showed
during the Warriors' 3-1 loss to MSU-Mankato
ranked MSU-Mankato, record- NSIC tournament
her
consistency once
Sept. 25 in Winona.
still to be played.
ing 12 kills for the match.
again, chipping in with
Arendt's milestone came as Her 150 kills this
10 kills.
weeks. It has not been an exa shock to people, especially season ranks her third on the cuse for WSU, as it had to preMettille was proud of DoWSU coach Connie Mettille. team. Carmen Stankowski pare for the toughest part of its bie's play against Wayne State,
"One-thousand kills, wow, I leads the team with 231 kills, schedule, starting off with No. saying that Dobie played aghad no idea she had that many," followed by Kim Nemcek with 16 MSU-Mankato.
gressively.
210.
a surprised Mettille said.
"When she plays like that,
Mettille was proud of her
Mettille said that Arendt's
Arendt has been a steady team — even in defeat. WSU it just adds another weapon to
accomplishment is due to her performer this year despite came back in each of the first her already solid game," Metconsistency.
a shoulder injury, which has three games after being down tille said.
"You always know what you put her in limited roles for the by at least four points in each.
What made Mettille really
are going to get from her," Met- team.
happy
this weekend and what
"We made some strides fortille said. "Her leadership and
The whole WSU team seems ward against Mankato," Met- shook up the whole NSIC was
solid play over the years has to be fighting an injury bug that tille said. "Some of our younger the Warriors' victory over the
has plagued them for a few players stepped up and played top team in the conference —
made her the player she is."
'

No. 4-ranked Southwest Minnesota State on the road.
WSU defeated SMSU 3-2
(22-30, 18-30, 30-24, 30-28,
15-10), coming back from being down 2-0.
"It was a total team effort,"
Mettille said. "It was the gutsiest performance that I have ever
seen my team play in all the
years that I have been here."
Mettille was proud of how
her team did not give up, despite
being knocked around pretty
good in the first two games.
Dobie had 42 assists and 16
digs for the Warriors, and Nemcek and Rudi Balich led WSU
with 11 kills each.
Mettille was excited about
the play of sophomore Kelsey
Penebaker, who had 10 kills.
"It was when she (Penebaker) got those kills for us," said
Mettille. "They were big for
us."
Penebaker had five of her 10
kills in the fifth and deciding
game of the match.
WSU setters were feeding
her the ball the whole game,
since she had the hot hand.
Mettille said the victory is
the biggest win in WSU women's volleyball.
"This weekend was just fun,
and I am proud of the girls, and
they get to enjoy this one for a
while," Mettille said.
WSU improved to 11-8 (4-3)
and is currently in fourth place
in the conference.

Women's golf team recovers on second day, men's team falls short
WINONAN staff
Robert Newberry said the
scores should have been lower.
The Winona State University men's golf coach expressed
some disappointment in the
second-place finish his team
recorded in the WSU-hosted
Express Suites Riverport Inn
Classic at Bridges Golf Club.
The Warriors, who shot a
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282 and led the 36-hole event
by five strokes after the first
day, posted a 287 on the second
day and fell five strokes short of
first-place St. Cloud State University in the six-team event.
"The scores should have
been much lower; we just didn't
play very well today," Newberry said. "It's really the first time
this year we've played poorly
on the second day."

WSU's Ross Wilhelm shot a
one-under-par 139 and finished
the tournament in second place.
Wilhelm shot a two-under-par
68 in the final round.
"Ross has been playing very
steady for us this fall," Newberry said. "He's a very solid
player, and he plays very much
under control. He's very dependable."
Keegan Drugan shot a 142

and tied for sixth place (69-73), shot a 658 and finished in fourth
Kevin Loeffler tied for 11th place, 29 strokes behind first(70-74-144), Brady Strangst- place Gustavus and one stroke
alien tied for 14th (74-72-146), behind third-place Concordiaand Jeff Porter (72-75-147) fin- St. Paul.
ished in 17th place for WSU.
The Warriors recovered from
John Anderson competed in a shaky first day score of 341 to
the individual portion of the -shoot a 317 in the final round.
event and tied for sixth place
Megan Placko shot a twowith a final score of 142 (71- day total of 156 (82-74) and
71).
finished in fifth place to lead
The WSU women's team the Warriors.

The Perspective: Handing out Homecoming awards
Matt Huss
WINONAN
Homecoming took place on
Saturday, and there was plenty
of drama to go along with it.
I'm not talking about the
drunken shouting matches, bar
fights, underage booze citations,
noise complaints, arguments
over the interpretation of beer
pong rules, uninvited guests at
your party, drunken Chicago
Bears fans, public urination,
the flashing reds and blues,
That Person Who Keeps Hitting On Your Significant Other,
or the couple getting kicked out
of a local bar for having sex in a
bathroom stall — I'll leave that
to the Winonan's news staff.
This section of your campus
newspaper is about sports, so,
for those of you who were unable to make it to the Winona
State University women's soccer team's highly anticipated 9
a.m. grudge match with Mary,
and those (virtually all) of you
unable to stay for the second
half of the WSU football team's
convincing victory over Concordia-St. Paul, and those who
may not have noticed that the
WSU volleyball team recorded
arguably its biggest win in the
history of the program, let me
fill you in while I dish out a few
Homecoming awards from Saturday.
The Under Armour Award
for excellent execution in protecting one's house: The WSU
football team's defense.
Kenzie Yewman and Craig
Martindale each had two interceptions, and the Warriors' seven picks
on the
day tied
a school
record
set in
1949
against
Mankato State
Yewman
Co1-

since 1993 that the Warriors
lege.
WSU's defensive front, defeated SMSU. It was the first
which had just two sacks in four time Mettille had ever beaten
games, had six sacks against the Mustangs and the first time
CSP, including 2 'A each from WSU had since 1998.
The Hope Solo Award for
Kyle Wiuff and Ryan Roththe
coolest name for an athlete
well. Altogether, the Warriors
allowed just 27 rushing yards involved in Saturday's contests: A four-way tie between
against the Golden Bears.
Honorable Mention: WSU WSU football players Tazarron
women's soccer team defend- Landry and Kenzie Yewman,
ers Heidi Woerle and Michelle and CSP football players DalShannon, and goalkeeper ton Outlaw and Orien Facion.
What offensive lineman
Amanda Diehm.
Woerle, a six-foot junior would want to block a guynamed
who towers over teammates "Tazarron Landry" or "Orien
and opponents alike, snuffed Facion?" Both defensive linemen reout numerous Mary (N.D.)
corded
scoring opportunities, includa tackle
ing two Marauder corner kicks
that she easily got a head on to
S aturday,
but
clear the box.
Shannon, in being introI didn't
even
duced to the budding WSU/
need
Mary rivalry, played beyond
to see
her years, showing again why
them
she's earned a starting spot on
Wiese
play to
a nationally ranked team as a
know
freshman.
Although her 653-minute they were good. The same goes
scoreless streak ended, Diehm for Yewman, who had two inmade four saves in helping the terceptions Saturday, one of
Warriors avenge their overtime them possibly just because he
loss to Mary in last season's has a sweet name.
CSP defensive back Dalconference tournament title
game.
ton Outlaw had five tackles
The Barton Bulldog Award and an intimidating name for
for the biggest upset: WSU's a football player no matter the
volleyball team.
position. Just having the name
After dropping the first "Dalton Outlaw" automatically
two games (30-22 and 30-18) adds three inches to one's vertiand having their backs forced cal jump.
against the proverbial wall,
Honorable Mention: CSP
the Warriors stormed back to defensive backs Maishon Holdwin three consecutive games brooks and Kazim Walji, and
(30-24, 30-28, 15-10) and the Mary goalkeeper Coyle Branmatch, pulling off a stunning nigan.
The Bill Buckner Distincupset over No. 4-ranked Southwest Minnesota State in Mar- tion for costly errors: CSP
long snapper Eric Tonkin.
shall, Minn., Saturday night.
Rudi Balich and Kim NemThe senior sailed two snaps
cek both had 11 kills for the over the head of punter T.G..
Warriors, and Lisa Dobie Schoenberg and through the
dished out 42 assists in what end zone, resulting in two safeWSU coach Connie Mettille ties.
Honorable Mention: The
called the biggest win in the
Pile-On: No. 4–ranked Southhistory of the program.
It was just the second time west Minnesota State volleyball

team's servers.
The Mustangs committed 12
service errors against the Warriors en route to their first NSIC
loss this season.
The Homecoming Hangover Award tbr the worst feeling shared by a team Sunday
not involving alcohol: The
WSU women's soccer team.
After exacting revenge Saturday morning against Mary,
which ended their 42-game
home unbeaten streak in last
season's NSIC tournament
title game, the Warriors were
stunned by Northern State 1-0
at Maxwell Field just 24 hours
later.
The Buzz Kill Award for
the day's biggest downer: The
57-minute weather delay late in
the second half of the football
game.
Literally a buzz kill for many
in the student section, the delay
resulted in a mass exodus of
fans from the stands with just
over two minutes remaining in
the first half. Officials opted not
to let the first half play out, instead, the players were brought
back on the field an hour later
to finish the period, after which
there was another 20-minute
break for halftime.
Honorable Mention: The
rain and the cold air forcing
cheerleaders and dance team
members to wear jackets and
rain gear.
Not good times.
The David Zellmann
Award for the most outstanding player: WSU running back
Alex Wiese.
The senior ran 24 times for
129 yards and two touchdowns.
It was the first time a WSU running back went over 100 yards
rushing this season.
Wiese, who also caught
three passes for 33 yards, is just
48 yards shy of becoming the
sixth player in WSU history to
record 2,000 career yards.
The Curtrel Robinson 360Degree Dunk Award for the

day's best play: WSU quarterback Drew Aber and WSU wide
receiver Scott Peters.
On just the second play of
the game, 55 seconds in, Aber
lofted a deep pass to Peters,
who hauled it in down the sideline for a 73-yard touchdown. It
was Aber's NSIC-leading 14th
touchdown pass of the season,
and Peters' NSIC-leading seventh touchdown reception of
the year.
Honorable Mention: WSU
soccer players Kayla Walters
and Holly Sutton.
The senior teammates went
downfield on a 2-on-1, putting
on a passing clinic before Walters fired a rocket into the back
of the net.
The Awkward Award for
getting caught saying something one may regret: WSU
cross country coach Neal Mundahl.
While coaching his men's
team at the Roy Griak Invitational
on Saturday,
Mundah1
yelled
some
words
of enc our Skoog
agement to
his son Erik, a junior runner for
Michigan Tech. Coincidentally,
Mundahl's cheers came right as
Erik was being passed by WSU
sophomore Neil Skoog, Mundahl's star runner.
"Neil reminded me, 'I heard
you cheering for your son,"'
Mundahl laughed. "But I reminded Neil that my son was
ahead of him the entire race until then."
Honorable
Mention:
Countless students at the bars
Saturday night.
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